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Abstract
The processes of mitochondrial restitution are controlled by nuclear genes
that encode proteins synthesized in ER and cytosol and delivered as organelleand membrane-specific transport vesicles. The analysis of the transporters
recovered from inner mitochondrial space (Mitosol) revealed that the ERsynthesized mitochondria-specific transport vesicles consist of two carriers,
one remaining in outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM), and the other that
transfers specific membrane segments to the inner mitochondrial membrane
(IMM). The ER-assembled and IMM-committed membrane segments, while
first integrated into OMM, undergo intra-mitochondrial lipid modification
reflected in the synthesis of cardiolipin (CL) and inversion into Mitosol with
load of IMM associated cytosolic proteins. Then, the CL-bedecked vesicles are
released from OMM to Mitosol and upon contact with IMM fuse with the
membrane, and the release of cytosolic cargo ensues. While ER-assembled
mitochondria-specific transport vesicles fuse with OMM with the aid of the
cytosolic, phosphatidylglycerol (PG)-specific phospholipase A2 (PLA2), the
Mitosol-contained CL-specific PLA guides vesicles fusion with IMM. The described path of translocation of the membrane segments and the cytosol synthesized proteins into the designated mitochondrial compartments sustains
growth and identity of OMM, IMM, maintains protein delivery for intramitochondrial lipid and protein modification in Mitosol, and ensures conformity of the cytosolic proteins cargo delivered to matrix.
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1. Introduction
In line with the concept of cell organelles discrete specificity, the fidelity of their
restitution and accuracy in retaining their function, are most essential and
command processes that are exquisite for every cellular compartment [1]-[9].
This poses fastidious tasks on trafficking of the newly synthesized replacements
to their exact sites and especially presents incredibly difficult challenge for the
import of genome encoded ER- and cytosol-residing components to mitochondria [3] [5] [6] [7] [10] [11] [12]. Consequently, numerous pathways for protein
trafficking and translocation across the organelle’s membranes are described
[10] [13]-[24]. Yet, the molecular mechanisms that distinguish different pathways still require deeper exploration, and above all, the investigation of the role
of lipids in controlling and discerning these processes [2]-[7] [10] [25] [26] [27].
The features of the currently advocated import pathways stipulate the recognition of the cellular location mediated by the import apparatus, recognition of the
docking sites for the incoming replacement elements, generation of translocation channels by incoming membrane associated protein, and conformity of the
transferred components [28]. Although, theoretically these features fulfill exquisite demands regarding import devices, the final probes tailored exclusively from
the outer- or inner mitochondrial membrane (OMM and IMM, respectively)
proteins without the membrane’s-specific lipids, their insertion into proper site
of the membrane and the in situ function are doubtful. Without native, cotranslationally introduced lipids, the authenticity of protein configurations is not reproduced and the reliability of the transfer into the precise site that determine
membranes function remain ambiguous [28]-[34]. In case of IMM restitution,
the so known “translocases” of the inner membrane (TIM) must travers OMM,
navigate through Mitosol and precisely intercalate the membrane complexes into the specific site of inner membrane. The doubt provoking are the stipulated
intricate steps that are not based on observable facts, while inferring on the differences in protein destination, their biosynthetic derivation and factual affinity.
The possibility of their promiscuity that would prompt or halt their interaction
with OMM, or induce their transit and elicit interaction with IMM, all the while
carrying the cytosolic precursors to the existing membrane and matrix is not
contemplated [28] [29] [35] [36]. Moreover and again, the concept of engaging
the translocase protein sets, which are not shielded from mixture of other cytosol genomic products, assembled for similar but not for identical sites, raises
concern whether the precision required for the translocation of the substrates is
achieved.
As mentioned earlier, the import pathways described so far are missing two
major elements; first how the cores of mitochondrial membranes are restored by
the nuclear genome-synthesized protein products, and the second how and
when the membrane-specific protein complexes are intercalated into specific lipid combinations required for complete, unchanged and undisturbed assemblies
of OMM and IMM [27]. While the importance of lipids in mitochondrial protein import is the recently emerging topic of investigation, the current models
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are based on the assumption that all membranes are identical and formed
through the incorporation of individual lipids and proteins into existing cellular
prototypes [28] [37] [38] [39].
The speculative machineries, described as translocases of outer membrane
(TOM) and the translocases of inner membrane (TIM) composed of protein
complexes and individually introduced lipids released into cytosolic soluble
mixture, could not result in consistently precise intercalation of protein, and
would fail to restore the organelle structure, composition and its function.
Again, the above described mechanism of organelles restoration is not considering the structural requirements of lipids in OMM and IMM and thus provides
sketchy and inaccurate picture [28] [40]. Another concept of mitochondrial restitution envisages transport between ER and mitochondria as contact sites in
form of ER-mitochondrial tunnels, but that cannot explain the intramitochondrial transport of cytosolic protein, and probably reflects the presence of cocreated autosomal formations [6] [33] [41]. Hence the described ideas, supported by arbitrary choice of steps in the delivery of the protein complexes,
create further perplexity in mitochondrial membranes restoration and the cytosolic proteins transit through OMM, Mitosol, and IMM to reach the matrix.
Consequently, it is appropriate to state that in spite of numerous explanation
rendered for interorganellar (between organelles) and intraorganellar (within
organelle) protein and lipid transport, the biogenesis and the restitution of mitochondrial membranes is not explained.
The criteria that satisfy the requirements of membrane make up fidelity and
the deposition of organelle specific proteins were systematically investigated in
our work [1]-[7] [36] [42] [43] [44] [45]. Coherent picture derived from the
multiplicity of experiments revealed that the only process that fulfills these principle requirements is ER-localized biogenesis of the genomically-defined membrane proteins cotranslationally intercalated within explicit set of co-synthesized
lipids that together form a distinct, organelle-precise components in a form of
transport vesicles. Thus, based on our extensive study into cellular vesicular
transport, we strongly endorse the concept that the delivery and restoration of
the membranes, as well as transfer of ER-synthesized cargo can only be accomplished with the aid of precisely constructed transport vesicles which through affinity to proper site are capable to restore genome-controlled cell rebuilding [1]
[2] [3] [4] [5] [7] [36] [45].
Based on the concept described, supported by the vesicular lipid analyses of
the Golgi-directed transporters, we validated the process of mitochondrial restitution via vesicular import of nuclear products to OMM and Mitosol [5]. We
have demonstrated that the mitochondria-specific ER-assembled transport vesicles are formed and are substantially dissimilar from those generated for restitution of Golgi, endosomes and cell membrane [3] [5] [7]. The major differences
in membrane lipid composition found in vesicles destined to mitochondria is the
presence of phosphatidylglycerol (PG), the absence of sphingolipids (SphL) and
phosphatidylinositol (PI), and that their fusion with OMM is accompanied by
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generation of lysophosphatidylglycerol (LPG). However, the recognition of the
initial step in mitochondrial membranes restitution has not offered the explanation as to the processing of IMM and the delivery of mitochondria-dedicated
cytosolic constituents [11] [28] [38] [40].
The aim of the herein described investigations is to evaluate working hypothesis that the restitution of IMM and transfer of cytosolic proteins into matrix
are accomplished through OMM-inserted but IMM-specific vesicles, which at
that stage become packed with cytosolic cargo interacting with IMM-specific
membrane, and through invagination and sealing thenceforward the vesicles enter Mitosol, and upon contact with IMM fuse with its membrane and release its
cytosolic cargo to matrix. The invagination process is associated with the formation of cardiolipin (CL), whereas the fusion with IMM by the generation of lysocardiolipins (LCLs). Our investigations support the outlined mode of OMM
platform transferring maternal ER membrane to IMM while delivering the cytosolic proteins to matrix. Moreover, in principle, the restorative processes of
mitochondria appear similar with Golgi pathway, a conduit dedicated to renew
Golgi membranes, endosomes, and cell membranes [5] [7] [25] [36] [43] [46].
Thus, it is our evidence-supported conclusion that the factors that initiate
synthesis of cell and its organelles, including mitochondria, and those impacting
synthesis of cytosolic proteins are intimately entwined and produce response
that effectively delivers products to the correct destination. These highly specialized connections culminate in a precise organelle’s membranes synthesis only
when series of genome-initiated actions and co-regulated compartmentalized lipids synthesis in ER are upheld.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subcellular Fractionation
Fragmentation of cell structure aiming at the isolation of intact organelles is crucial and highly critical step that should produce minimum breakage of membrane-surrounded components differing in size, composition and buoyancy.
With this in mind, the methods described here have been developed and modified to obtain mitochondria with minimum breakage so that Cell Cytosol (CC)
was not admixed with organellar components and that intact organelle could be
used for the isolation of Outer Mitochondrial Membrane (OMM), Inner Mitochondrial Membrane (IMM) and the inner mitochondrial space content referred
to as Mitosol. Briefly, the cells were prepared from rat liver as described previously [1] [4] [5] [25] [43]. The single cells that were separated from larger debris with aid of specific cell size nylon mesh were centrifuged at 50 xg for 2 min,
washed twice with the enzyme-free medium, twice with the Minimum Essential
Medium (MEM) and counted in hemocytometer. Thus prepared cells were then
incubated in MEM for 3 hours with or without radiolabel and used for preparation of nuclei, subcellular organelles, cell cytosol and cellular membranes [2]
[46] [47]. In the experiments dedicated to the determination of lipid synthesis
with cell cytosol derived from untreated or RNase-treated cytosol, the prepara4
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tions of nuclei, mitochondria, ER, Golgi or other organelles and cell membranes
were additionally rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 2M urea-PBS
in order to remove the associated residual cytosolic proteins that otherwise
would remain on the membranes.
Thus prepared subcellular organelles and membranes were used for experiments on transport vesicles synthesis [2] [3] [5] [7] [46] and the preparation of
OMM and IMM [5] [48]. The synthesis of phospholipids and protein was determined using radiolabeled [3H]inositol, [3H]arachidonate, [3H]choline, [3H]
serine, [3H]palmitate and [32P]ATP [1] [3] [4] [25] [43] [46]. The radiolabeled
ER transport vesicles fusion with Golgi and then mitochondria were performed
in medium containing cold cell cytosol (CC) at concentration of 15 mg protein/ml of incubation mixture enriched with 50 μM ATP, 250 μM CTP, 50 μM
GTP, 5 mM creatine phosphate, 8.0 IU/ml creatine kinase, and where indicated
25 μg/ml RNase, 10 μM UDP-Glc and 10 μM palmitoyl CoA [1] [3] [4] [25] [43]
[46].

2.2. Preparation of Transport-Active Cell Cytosol (CC)
The viable cells, homogenized for 10 sec at 600 rpm in 3 volumes of buffer containing 0.25 M sucrose; 50 mM TRIS-HCl (pH 7.4), 25 mM magnesium acetate
and 10 mM each of aprotinin, leupeptin, chemostatin, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride, were centrifuged at 5000 xg for 15 min. The supernatant,
diluted with 2 volumes of homogenization buffer, was re-centrifuged at 10,000
xg for 20 min. The resulting supernatant was then subjected to centrifugation at
100,000 xg for 1 h. Thus obtained soluble fraction was adjusted to 15 - 18 mg
protein/ml, admixed with an ATP generating system consisting of 40 mM ATP,
200 mM creatine phosphate, 2000 units/ml creatine phosphokinase, and referred
to as transport active cell cytosol or active cytosol (CC).

2.3. Preparation of Cellular Organelles and Membranes
The cell membranes and subcellular organelles (mitochondria, ER, Golgi) were
recovered from cold or radiolabeled cells as described earlier [1] [3] [4] [5] [25]
[43] [46]. The ER and Golgi organelles sediment, remaining after separation of
nuclei, mitochondria and cell cytosol, was suspended in buffer containing 0.2 M
PIPES (pH 6.9), 2 M glycerol, 1 mM EGTA and 1 mM magnesium acetate and
applied on the top of discontinuous gradient of 2.0/1.5/1.3/1.0 M sucrose and
centrifuged at 100,000 xg for 16 h. The cell membranes were recovered from 1.0
M sucrose, Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum (SER) from 1.3 M sucrose, RER
from 1.5 M sucrose and Golgi from the top of the 2.0 M sucrose. Each sucroseseparated fraction was subjected to further purification. The cell membranes
were washed with original PIPES buffer and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 2 min.
To separate cells’ membrane, the buffer was adjusted with 0.2% Triton X-100
and the mixture incubated at 4˚C for 5 min [3] [46]. This treatment resulted in
breaking up the phosphoglycerides-rich membranes into smaller segments and
thus allow us to separate membranes containing cholesterol, sphingolipids and
5
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glycoproteins. The latter membranes were recovered by low speed centrifugation
at 3000 rpm for 2 min.

2.4. Generation and Purification of Transport Vesicles
ER-derived transport vesicles were generated in the presence of radiolabeled
precursors according to procedure described previously [1] [3] [4] [7] [10] [11]
and where indicated, in the presence of Brefeldin A (BFA) [5] [6] [44]. The ER
mixed with cytosol, ATP-generating system, UTP, CTP GTP, fatty acyl CoA and
water soluble cold or radiolabeled lipids precursors, were incubated for 30 min
at 37˚C, centrifuged over 0.3 M sucrose and treated with stripping buffer at 2˚C
for 15 min followed by centrifugation at 10,000 xg for 10 min to separate transport vesicles from ER or Golgi membranes. The separated from maternal membranes transport vesicles were recovered from the supernatant resulting from
centrifugation of the supernatant mixture at 150,000 xg for 60 min. The crude
fraction of the transport vesicles was suspended in 55% sucrose, overlaid with
55% - 30% gradient and centrifuged at 150,000 xg for 16 h. The purified transport vesicles were recovered from the gradients as reported earlier [1] [3] [4]
[25] [43] [46].

2.5. Separation of ER-Mitochondrial and ER-Golgi Vesicles by
Fusion of ER-Derived Transport Vesicles with Golgi [5]
One volume of ER transport vesicles (1.3 - 1.5 mg protein/ml) was suspended in
one volume of active cytosol (15 mg protein/ml), and added to one volume of
cell organelles (5 mg protein/ml). The reaction was allowed to proceed from 0 30 min at 4˚C (control) and at 37˚C in the presence of ATP regenerating system
consisting of 40 mM ATP, 200 mM creatine phosphate, 2000 units/ml of creatine phosphokinase, or in the ATP depleting system containing 5 mM glucose
and 500 units/ml hexokinase. After incubation, the Golgi organelles were recovered by centrifugation through three volumes of 0.5 M sucrose at 3000 rpm for 5
min. The remaining vesicles recovered from the supernatant after incubation
with Golgi were used in the fusion experiments with mitochondria. One volume
of the recovered vesicles (0.9 - 1.1 mg/ml) was resuspended in one volume of CC
(15 mg/ml) and added to one volume of purified mitochondria (5 mg/ml) and
the reaction was allowed to proceed for 30 min under same conditions as described for the ER vesicles fusion with Golgi. In the experiments estimating en

bloc fusion of transport vesicles with Golgi and/or mitochondria, the associated
but not fused vesicles were released from the membrane by subjecting the membrane fraction to treatment with 2 M urea at 4˚C and then the recovered organelles were centrifuged through 0.5 M sucrose, washed and subjected to lipid
analysis.

2.6. Isolation and Purification of Mitochondrial Membranes [5]
The mitochondria were isolated from the hepatocytes derived from perfused rat
livers subjected to subcellular fractionation that afforded preparation of nuclei,
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mitochondria, Golgi, ER and organelle-free cell cytosol as described in above.
From the crude fraction the fluffy layer of broken mitochondria and ER microsomes that covered the undamaged mitochondrial pellet was suctioned off, the
pellet was gently resuspended in five volumes of medium consisting of 0.07 M
sucrose, 0.21 M mannitol, 0.1 mM disodium EDTA, and 1 mM TRIS, pH 7.2.
and the suspension was spun for 10 min at low speed (500 xg), the supernatant
recovered and spun for 10 min at 9000 xg [5] [48]. This manipulation was repeated three times. Thus purified preparation of mitochondria containing only
occasional broken mitochondria, ER membranes, or lysosomes was used for
breaking and detaching the Outer Mitochondrial Membrane (OMM). The mitochondria were swollen for 20 min at 4˚C in 20 ml of swelling medium (20 mM
phosphate buffer, pH 7.2). The swelling process was initiated gradually by suspending the pellet in very small amount of swelling medium and progressively,
over 3 - 5 min, the mixture diluted to final volume. After 20 min of the treatment, the preparation was spun for 20 min at 17,000 rpm (35,000 xg), the pellet
and the supernatant were separately recovered for further purification. Moreover, the supernatant containing Mitosol was centrifuged at 100,000 xg, filtered
and subjected to centrifugation at 150,000 xg for 60 min, in the similar manner
as in preparation of vesicles-free CC. The Mitosol-derived pellet was then suspended in 55% sucrose, overlaid with 55% - 30% sucrose gradient and centrifuged at 15,000 xg for 16 h. The Mitosol-derived vesicles were recovered in the
same manner as the ER-derived present in the cytosol [1] [2] [5]. The Outer and
Inner Mitochondrial Membranes (OMM and IMM)-enriched fraction collected
after initial separation of Mitosol was resuspended in fresh swelling buffer containing 0.02% albumin, and sedimented at 4000 rpm (1900 xg) for 15 min. The
OMM and IMM contained in the supernatant were concentrated by spinning at
17,000 xg, the pellet resuspended in 4.0 ml of 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.2
and subjected to discontinuous sucrose gradient fractionation.

2.7. Discontinuous Sucrose Gradient to Separate OMM and IMM
A three layered gradient was formed in Beckman SW39 tubes by layering successively sucrose solutions prepared in 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 consisting of 1.2 ml of 51.3 g/100ml sucrose solution (density 1.142), 1.2 ml of 37.7
g/100ml sucrose (density 1.142) and 1.2 ml of 25.2 g/100ml sucrose (density
1.094). One ml of concentrated 17,000 xg pellet was layered on the top of the
gradient and centrifuged at 37,500 rpm (115,000 xg) for one hour. This resulted
in separation of the membranes into three bands. From the top to bottom, the
bands consisted of OMM small fragments (A), large sheets of OMM (B) and
IMM with some fragments representing OMM (C), respectively. The identification of the isolated fraction is based on the electron microscopic studies published earlier [5] [48]. To remove sucrose, the separated fractions were diluted in
20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.2 and centrifuged at 17,000 rpm (35,000 xg) for
one hour. Then the A, B, and C fractions recovered from discontinuous sucrose
gradient were resuspended in 0.5 ml of the same buffer and used for enzyme as7
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says and lipid analysis. The assays were performed in the presence of the Mitosol
or the CC components.

3. Results
The presented results embody continuation of the investigations into transport
of mitochondria-destined proteins encoded by nuclear genes and consequently
synthesized as proteins intercalated into endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membranes [2] [5], and as translation products of cytosolic ribosomes [29]. The
transport of ER-translated products described previously was found to be promoted by mitochondria-specific vesicles whose membranes consisted of phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylglycerol
(PG) and phosphatidic acid (PA), but free of sphingolipids (SphLs) and phosphatidylinositols (PIs) [5] [7] [25] [42]. The fusion process of the ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles with the outer mitochondrial membrane has not
generated any changes in OMM lipid composition, and as illustrated earlier [5]
the OMM after fusion with ER-mitochondrial vesicles, consisted of PC, PE, PA,
PG and traces of phosphatidylglycerol phosphate (PGP). However, while the vesicular transport event explained growth and restoration of the OMM and delivery of the ER-synthesized protein cargo to Mitosol (the sol specific to inner
mitochondrial space, as oppose to cytosol, the sol of the cell), the restoration of
the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM) and transport of proteins synthesized
on cytosolic ribosomes remained unexplained.
Based on the paradigm used, and the evidence obtained from the investigations of Golgi-directed transport vesicles that represent assortment of specific
products that restore Golgi, endosome and cell membrane [2]-[7], henceforth,
we speculated that mitochondria-directed transporters must consist of the vesicles assemblies dedicated for the restoration of OMM, IMM and, that IMMbound transporters carry cytosolic proteins for mitochondrial matrix. Moreover,
as our concept and the results dictated, the synthesis of OMM and IMM-directed transport vesicles although initially displaying same lipid composition
must be initiated through different signals since their protein composition is not
identical, the IMM is richer in protein than OMM and is enriched in CL [5].
Thus, to fulfill these requirements the ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles must
consist of the specific ER products for OMM restitution and contain the ERassembled cargo to be released to Mitosol while those for IMM, in addition to
inner membrane restitution task, should function as transporters of cytosolic
proteins for matrix. Hence, just as cytosol obtains ER-assembled vesicles for all
cellular restorations, the Mitosol must receive its quota for IMM refurbishment.
As described in Materials and Methods, the Mitosol, recovered from unlabeled mitochondria used in fusion experiments with [3H]palmitate labeled ER
transport vesicles was subjected to high speed centrifugation, and the pelleted
material following sucrose gradient centrifugation was analyzed (Figure 1).
The Mitosol material that displayed gradient characteristics similar to ERmitochondria specific-transport vesicles labeled with [14C]choline was found to
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contain the radiolabel represented exclusively by PC (Figure 2).
The labeling of ER transport vesicles with [3H]palmitate revealed the presence
of the mitochondria-specific phospholipids identified earlier [5] and defined
above, whereas the Mitosol’s—the intra-mitochondrial vesicular components
were augmented with CL and the lyso derivatives represented by LCL and LLCL
were identified in IMM (Figure 3).
The attributes of the ER mitochondrial vesicles and those isolated from Mitosol signaled that the ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles consist of two specific
transporters that initially fuse with OMM and release their ER-synthesized cargo
to Mitosol. Then, while OMM specific portion of the vesicles remains and restores OMM with lipid profile same as ER-mitochondrial vesicles (Figure 3(a),
Figure 3(b)), the IMM specific fragments become augmented with Mitosoldriven CL synthesis, reform into Mitosol-specific transport vesicles (Figure
3(c)) that fuse with IMM and thus restore its CL (Figure 3(d)). Since incorporation of the Mitosol vesicles membrane into IMM is accompanied by the formation of LCL (Figure 3(d)) we conclude that as in OMM, the fusion of ER vesicles
generated LPG [5], the process that introduces newly synthesized CL-containing
membranes into IMM creates LCL while exposing cytosol-synthesized cargo to
matrix.

Figure 1. Transport vesicles recovered from cell Cytosol and Mitosol—the mitochondrial
inner space sol. The labeling pattern of the Cytosol and Mitosol gradient fractions is depicted on the left panel, whereas the radiolabel extracted with Mitosol vesicles lipids is
depicted in the right panel. As illustrated, the Mitosol constituents with sedimentation
properties corresponding to vesicular fraction identified in Cytosol contained radiolabeled lipids derived from [3H]palmitate introduced to ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles.
9
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Figure 2. Transfer of [14C]choline radiolabel from ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles to
Mitosol vesicles and to IMM in form of PC. The lipid extracts correspond to (1) gradient
purified ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles, (2) intact mitochondria following incubation with ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles, (3) Mitosol vesicles isolated from mitochondria subjected to incubation with labeled ER-mitochondrial vesicles, (4) IMM lipids
labeling in the mitochondria subjected to incubation with labeled ER-mitochondrial vesicles. The radiolabeled spots particularly visible in (1) and (2) reflect the presence of
[14C]choline label co-extracted with lipids. The possibility that the spots reflect presence
of lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) was eliminated by the determination of lytic activity in
ER-mitochondrial vesicles and OMM demonstrated in Figure 7.

Figure 3. Labeling of ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles with [3H]palmitate and transfer of the radiolabeled membrane into mitochondrial membranes and Mitosol vesicles.
Panel (a) depicts lipid composition of ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles, panel (b) depicts radiolabeled lipids integrated into OMM, panel (c) shows lipids isolated from vesicles identified in Mitosol and panel D reflects incorporation of radiolabeled lipids derived from ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles in IMM. As pointed out in panel (c) the
lipids of Mitosol-derived transport vesicles are enriched with CL, whereas those identified
in IMM reflect presence of CL, lysocardiolipin (LCL) and possibly bis-lysocardiolipin
(LLCL) which migrates parallel to PC. The presence of LLCL in IMM is further documented in Figure 7 where the possibility of the LPG overlap (panel (b)) is eliminated by
finding that Mitosol and IMM are lacking PG-specific phospholipase.

To test such chain of events, we have designed experiments with unlabeled
ER-mitochondrial vesicles incubated with unlabeled mitochondria in the presence of [3H]-serine-labeled cytosol and then investigated the contents of Mitosol
transport vesicles for the presence of radiolabeled proteins. As shown in Figure
4, the [3H]serine-labeled cytosolic proteins were identified in Mitosol vesicles,
10
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thus indicating that these ER-derived transporters after initial fusion with OMM
were reloaded with cytosol-derived cargo and released to Mitosol.
As presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the vesicles after enrichment with CL
fused with IMM, since radiolabeled membrane lipids containing CL and LCL
were identified in IMM. Thus, as in previous investigations, the appearance of
lysophospholipids following incorporation of radiolabeled vesicles into substrate
membrane was indicative of membranes’ fusion and the release of their transport cargo [42] [46].
Our concept that membrane rupture and fusion is preceded by PLA-induced
formation of the specific lysophospholipids was documented earlier [5] [46]
[49]. And, the detergent-like qualities of lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) in erythrocytes hemolysis is a classical example of the properties common to all lysophospholipids. With these characteristics in mind, the experiment on the opening of Mitosol vesicles using lysocardiolipin (LCL) identified in IMM (Figure
3(d)) was performed (Figure 5). The choline-labeled Mitosol vesicles were incubated with LCL extracted from IMM and the products subjected to sucrose
gradient centrifugation.

Figure 4. The transport of cytosolic proteins into mitochondria involves ER-produced
IMM specific mitochondrial vesicles. As depicted above, the experiment on the ERmitochondrial transport was performed using [3H]serine labeled cytosol, and label free
ER-mitochondrial vesicles and mitochondria. After an incubation period, used in all experiments resulting in the vesicles fusion with mitochondria, the Mitosol vesicles and the
depicted fraction of mitochondria were checked for the presence of labeled cytosolderived components. Three independent experiments, depicted above, demonstrate that
Mitosol vesicles contain cytosol protein cargo.
11
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Figure 5. Results of an exposure of [14C]choline labeled Mitosol vesicles to LCL extracted
from IMM. As illustrated, the aliquots of Mitosol vesicles, incubated in medium free of
LCL (cpm 1) and with LCL derived from IMM (cpm 2) were subjected to gradient centrifugation and its fraction examined. Following the incubation with LCL, the Mitosol vesicles depicted as cpm 1 were not detected. The radiolabeled products (cpm 2) have not
remained in the area corresponding to intact vesicles (fractions 3 - 9) but instead have
been found over the entire gradient, and particularly in material corresponding to membrane sheets on the bottom and the top of the gradient (fractions 1, 2 and 17, respectively). The experiment depicted in Figure 5 demonstrated to us that LCL detected in IMM is
involved in the opening of CL-bedecked Mitosol vesicles while incorporating their membrane and releasing their cargo.

In continuation, we have searched for the further support to the concept of
intramitochondrial delivery of cytosolic proteins with an intend to explain the
presence and derivation of the phospholipases that generated LPG in OMM and
LCL in IMM. Particular attention was given to identify the PG- and CL-specific
PLAs. Thus, the cytosol was subjected to fractionation according to molecular
weight and the obtained fraction analyzed for the enzymatic activity toward
ER-mitochondrial vesicles and mitochondrial membranes. As illustrated in Figure 6, the examination of cytosolic activity toward mitochondrial membrane lipids afforded two fractions with PG-specific activity. This activity was also revealed in the OMM following fusion with ER-mitochondrial vesicles [5]. But,
neither ER-mitochondria specific vesicles, nor IMM incubation with cytosolic
PLA produced LPG in their membranes. Moreover, the analyses of the cytosolic
fractions revealed that cytosol was free of PLA with CL-specific activity. The
analysis of the lipolytic activity revealed that 3 fractions (lane 1 - 3) shown in
Figure 6 had PG-specific PLA2 activity, but the CL’s PLA specificity in the isolated fractions or whole cytosol was not detected.
Based on CL-specific PLA activity demonstrated previously in Mitosol [5], we
tend to advocate that the activity reflected in Mitosol was transported into
12
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Figure 6. Cytosol derived and partially purified PG phospholipase(s) depicted in lanes 1 3, the lane 4 represent 66 kD molecular marker. As determined by incubation of palmitate labeled ER-mitochondrial transport vesicles, OMM, Mitosol vesicles and IMM substrates with the isolated cytosolic fractions the lipolytic activity was only displayed toward
degradation OMMs PG by generating labeled LPG [5]. However, neither fraction displayed lipolytic activity toward PG present in ER-mitochondrial vesicles, Mitosol vesicles,
IMM or CL in Mitosol vesicles and IMM.

intramitochondrial space as the cargo of either OMM or IMM-specific ERtransport vesicles. The Mitosol contained enzyme(s) release palmitate residue
from CL [5] which suggests that it may be the one involved in transacylation of
IMM lipids. The fact that activity was demonstrated in Mitosol where the vesicles remain intact until their fusion with IMM, the PLA2 activity demonstrated
in the cytosol could not contribute to CL degradation even if CL-specific enzyme
was in cytosol and in Mitosol vesicles cargo. This argues in favor of argument
that CL-specific PLA2 activity is delivered in the ER-mitochondrial cargo and
released to Mitosol upon their fusion with OMM. Further study is essential to
determine whether the CL hydrolyzing enzyme released to Mitosol from ERmitochondrial vesicles is carried in OMM or in IMM specific transporters.
Thus far, the obtained results allowed us to deduce that ER-transport vesicles
directed to mitochondria contain not just those restoring OMM, but also
IMM-specific vesicular transporters, both of which initially fuse with OMM, and
then upon synthesis of CL, the transporters dedicated for IMM, separate from
OMM and fuse with IMM. Furthermore, the IMM-assigned transport vesicles
must contain the membrane integrated CL synthase, the protein which upon fusion with OMM faces Mitosol, is responsible for CL synthesis and reforming vesicles dedicated for IMM.
As determined earlier, the OMM membranes are practically free of CL, whereas IMM are enriched in CL that, as documented by using ER-derived radiolabeled vesicles, originated from radiolabeled lipids representing ER-mitochondriaspecific transporters. Further evidence supporting the fact that CL-synthase is
transferred exclusively to IMM has been obtained by using purified OMM as the
source of CL synthase. The results demonstrated that OMM membranes, as oppose to IMM, could not generate CL, thus substantiating our contention that the
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enzyme was intercalated into IMM membranes only. These results infer that
IMM-specific transport vesicles are responsible for the restitution of IMM, and
transport of cytosolic cargo for matrix.
The presence of LCL and possibly LLCL in IMM membrane suggests that PLA
enzymes are part of Mitosol and/or matrix. To ascertain existence of a such activity on the vesicles and the mitochondrial membranes, the appearance of partially deacylated phospholipids following incubation with their in situ surrounding medium was determined. (This approach was necessary since PLAs
activity released labeled fatty acids and the products were not identifiable or discernable). As shown in Figure 7 (lane ER ves), the mitochondria-specific transport vesicles were not susceptible to cytosolic PLAs and remained free of lysolipids, while the OMM as demonstrated earlier [5] and depicted here (lane OMM)
contained LPG which upon further incubation with cytosol was reacylated,

Figure 7. Identification of partially deacylated (lytic) lipids in membranes of the ER-mitochondrial vesicles (ERves), OMM, Mitosol vesicles (Msol ves) and IMM. Neither ER nor Mitosol vesicles contained PG- or CL-derived lysophospholipids. As demonstrated by determining lytic activity in the zones corresponding to the entire spectrum of lipids isolated from the mitochondria-restoring vesicles and the membranes, the lytic activity was found in OMM (LPG +) and in IMM corresponding to LCL (LCL
+) and LLCL (LLCL +). Although assigned lytic activity to LLCL co-chromatographs in the same zone as LPG (OMM fraction),
the fact that PG-specific PLAs are not present in Mitosol allows us to suggest that this is the LLCL generated through CL-specific
PLA identified in Mitosol [5].
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meaning that OMM’s LPG was facing the cytosolic environment. Similarly to
ER-mitochondrial vesicles, the Mitosol vesicles were free of lysolipids (lane mit
ves). On the other hand, the analysis of the IMM has shown presence of two
PLA-generated product, the LCL and LLCL (lane IMM). Thus, Mitosol vesicles
were not affected by CL-specific PLA during incubation in Mitosol, just as
ER-mitochondrial vesicles were not susceptible to PG-specific PLA during incubation in cytosol. Evidently, the specific PLA enzymes gained their activity upon
association with IMM and OMM, respectively. This type of activation has been
demonstrated in our earlier investigations which revealed that PI3P-specific
PLA2 was activated upon association with the apical epithelial membrane, the
process that generated LPI3P, afforded fusion of apical membrane-specific vesicles and release vesicular cargo [43] [46] [49]. These aforementioned findings
on vesicles resistance to cytosolic and mitosolic PLA enzymes provide us with
further hints as to the concept of “cell orderly” sequence of events that determine when specific restoration processes are or can take place. As determined in
our studies, and multiplicity of other investigations, the cell is equipped with
numerous PLAs, yet their action is not causing premature cell demise, but produces harmonious restoration of its parts by rigorously controlled process of the
association with acceptor membrane and promoting vesicles’ opening.
Thus, in departure from suggested protein import machineries of others, but
based on combination of the results supporting the ER-initiated mitochondrial
membranes synthesis and their specific inclusion in OMM and then in IMM, we
advocate with confidence that mitochondrial restitution is accomplished by first;
formation of ER-derived OMM- and IMM-specific transport vesicles that incorporate into OMM, restore OMM and deliver ER-generated cargo to Mitosol,
followed by CL synthesis-induced invagination of OMM contained but IMMspecific membrane, while retaining cytosolic proteins associated and interacting
with outer leaflet of IMM-specific membrane fragments. Notably, this is the only
possible path that can execute delivery of the copious cytosol-synthesized mitochondrial proteins into intramitochondrial matrix without contaminating Mitosol.
As documented so far, the cytosol provides phospholipids-specific phospholipase activities and thus represent the major criterion in recognition of the vesicles carrying organelle-specific cargo. Again, in the study presented herein, the
results document the reliance of the mitochondrial membranes restitution on
the activity of cytosolic PG-specific PLA. This is yet another confirmation that
the ER-originating mitochondrial vesicles are specific and the major machineries
that restore mitochondrial organelle, and at the same time provide cytosolcontained proteins and substrates for the mitochondria-specific anabolic processes.
In continuation of the study on transit of proteins from ER and cytosol to mitochondrial organelle we must determine whether the LCL and LLCL in IMM
are generated through CL-specific PLA activity delivered by ER OMM- or IMMspecific vesicles. It will be highly desirable to determine whether intermitochon15
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drial CL-specific PLA functions on the same principle as the cytosolic PLAs involved in vesicles fusion by being activated upon an association with particular
membrane site that is to fuse the incoming vesicle and acquire new membrane
installment. Indeed, that would demonstrate that PLAs are the major cellular
code, the cipher that programs, rules and regulates organellar and cellular renewal and conformity.

4. Discussion
Our findings regarding lipid function in membranes biogenesis allow us to conclude that the currently proposed modes of transport, emphasizing the role of
protein while marginalizing the impact of lipids on organelles identity, thwart
the principle of the specificity of the organelles restoration concept. While the
unique characteristics of membranes are achieved either by posttranslational
modification within Golgi, or mitochondria, the ER-initiated make-up reflects
the combinatorial task of protein and lipid components that provide cues on the
specificity of their destination.
The unilateral paradigm of the studies portraying cellular restitution as the
continuous inclusion of singly released ER-generated proteins [14] [15] [16] [50]
[51] [52] [53] into organelles fails to explain vesicular transport to Golgi, and
just the same struggle is encountered to justify the mitochondrial import [10]
[29] [30] [31] [32] [33]. The destined to fail, the ill-conceived installment of the
irrelevant combinations of lipids, not conforming to organelle make-up, into artifactual combination of proteins derails experimental mimicry of the in vivo
systems [28] [34]. Similarly, the idea of tunnel-like spaces that would allow entrance of cytosolic proteins to mitochondrial inner space, the Mitosol and
beyond, shows great limitations due to haphazard of unproven hit-or-miss specificity for the organelle’s site and function as well as fails to explain import of
the cytosolic proteins to matrix [23] [28] [32] [40] [54]. Without framework of
the organelle lipids, the combinational complexity of the in vitro created structures, the translocases, their unshielded and unrestrained forms within utilized
medium, and undocumented specificity of their integration within mitochondrial membranes, evoke learned judgment that their insertion and functional capacity will be inconsistent, highly unstable, and influenced by changes in the experiment-created microenvironments [35].
As the feasibility of transport model in form of translocases is arguable [29]
[30], the certainty of our concept is supported by recognizing that transport of
abundant structural components to Golgi, or about 1200 proteins to mitochondria from genome-controlled products residing in ER and in cytosol, is achieved
through the organelles-specific vesicular assemblies of proteins and lipids intercalated into organelle-designated membranes [1] [2] [5] [7] [25] [36] [43] [45].
Based on all facets embracing the intracellular transport, we reason that vesicles, their destination, and vesicular membranes’ complexity is rendered in ER
by genome initiated signals that activate cotranslational synthesis of lipid scaffold to intercalate specific membrane proteins dedicated for the organellar site. It
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is such a membrane framework that endorses faultless multidirectional cellular
transport activity and determines the final location and mode of delivery of the
precise organelle-targeted products. Past of ER initiation, the efficient trafficking
of the precursors is promoted by the cytosolic factors and organelle specific targeting elements which are indispensible for the delivery of the ER-assembled
components to Golgi or the mitochondrial receptors, staged at their membranes
respectively [1] [2] [5] [25] [42].
Based on the results of the previously investigated Golgi transport pathway
and the findings on mitochondria-specific transport vesicles fusing with OMM,
the search drove us to identification of the transitory elements intended for IMM
restitution. Thus, we progressed with a concept that inner contents of mitochondria separating OMM from IMM is a mitochondrial equivalent of cytosol,
hence Mitosol, and as such serves as the medium to modify and deliver ERpreassembled structures to IMM. Our further investigation of Mitosol uncovered the presence of entities that displayed the same physical characteristics as
cytosolic transporters targeted for Golgi and mitochondria. Just as cytosolderived 150,000 g sediment, the Mitosolic residue upon gradient fractionation
afforded fraction consistent with transport vesicles. As demonstrated, this fraction carried labeled PC when [14C]choline tracer was introduced during the synthesis of ER transport vesicles, whereas with [3H]palmitate the entire spectrum
of ER-mitochondrial vesicles phospholipids enriched by the presence of CL derived from ER labeled mitochondrial vesicles lipid precursors was detected. In
addition, but in contrast to ER-mitochondrial transporters, the Mitosol-derived
fraction contained proteins synthesized and present in the cytosol.
The identification of lipid-containing entities in Mitosol, that have similar
physical assets as transport vesicles isolated from cytosol with ER assembled
cargo, but instead containing cytosolic proteins load, allowed us to suggest that
they represent mitochondrial transporters dedicated to restore IMM and deliver
the cytosol synthesized protein to matrix. Their lipid compositional assets
enriched with CL-synthase product, the CL, were indicative of the IMM-dedicated vesicles. After all, the vesicles which remain stationary part of OMM have
not generated CL in the outer membrane. Hence, in our opinion, the dependence between protein and lipid make-up illustrated here by CL-synthase and its
lipid product on Mitosol-identified vesicles, allows us to conclude that ER to
mitochondria transport relies on two specific transport vesicles, one dedicated to
restore the OMM and Mitosol, and the other to restore IMM and deliver the cytosolic protein to matrix.
In principle, the mitochondrial transport path, just as Golgi conduit, has
counterpart attributes that control the original design of the ER-initiated cellular
transporters. Just as in Golgi pathway, the ER-mitochondrial vesicles, firstly all
fuse with OMM to rebuilt outer membrane and release ER-synthesized cargo to
Mitosol. Then, the IMM-aimed transporters while part of OMM continuum undergo posttranslational Mitosol-induced CL synthesis and severance from
OMM. Since the previous investigations have shown that CL is exclusively
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present in IMM, we furthered our conclusion to advocate that mitochondrial vesicles that originated in ER are delivered via OMM to IMM to rebuild the intramitochondrial membrane. We contend that our evidence on intramitochondrial
residence of CL and the presence of cytosolic proteins in the Mitosol-identified
vesicles provide strong argument for the presence of two types of ER-assembled
mitochondrial vesicles. The OMM-specific mitochondria-directed vesicles correct the size and refurbish the outer membrane, while the IMM-specific transport vesicles that first fuse with OMM and release the ER-synthesized cargo to
Mitosol, upon Mitosol-initiated synthesis of PG and CL and growth of inner
leaflet, promote inward curling (involution) of the membrane, closure of the
CL-enriched IMM specific membrane over the cytosol proteins that associated
with them during OMM residency and the release from OMM to Mitosol. Consequently, we hypothesize, that OMM remains CL-free, whereas CL-embellished
membrane fragments reformed into Mitosol vesicles are enabled to contact with
IMM, go through CL-assisted fusion with inner membrane and deliver the cytosol-synthesized protein cargo to matrix.
Such a mode of transport eliminates ambiguous delivery of substrates, distributes specific compounds to OMM, Mitosol, IMM and matrix, and generates
explicit restitution of the membranes. In this scenario, both genome produced
mitochondria-specific proteins derived from ER and those synthesized in the
cytosol are transferred to the specific sites in highly precise progression of the
organelle’s membranes restoration and transport of the intraorganellar substrates that define mitochondrial matrix function. Such preciseness and proficiency of the process responsible for transport of approximately 1000 - 1200
proteins to and within organelle is vital [29] [55], and through the fundamental
logic, disfavors possibility of a single protein import or cocktails made up of
proteins of varied function and destination [28] [29] [32].
In this view, the principle of the intimate link between protein and lipid assemblies that we have uncovered for Golgi-restorative pathway, is mirrored in
restitution of mitochondria. How we could have derived with such a conclusion?
Firstly and as discussed in the introductory statement, it is not plausible to
achieve the precision and consistency of membrane proteins exact arrays intercalation to within pre-constructed lipid assemblies at unrestricted posttranslational stage. The only meticulous and genome-defined process of protein intercalation can be achieved through cotranslational and time-coordinated membrane-specific lipid synthesis while in ER [1] [2] [5]. The occurrence of the harmonized construction of the ER-produced transporters has been revealed in the
Golgi restitution pathway where the presence of three types of restorative vesicles were uncovered; those rebuilding Golgi membranes and thus restoring
Golgi potential to execute posttranslational modifications, and the transitory ER
transporters dedicated to regenerate endosomes and cell membrane [7]. In Golgidirected pathway, we have demonstrated that endosome- and cell membranededicated vesicles, following modification of their respective cargoes by Golgiresident enzymes, were released from organelle to cytosol, and based on their
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explicit lipid- and protein-make-up were delivered to correct destinations. At the
same time, the Golgi restoring vesicles with their organelle-specific enzymes
were retained and thus the genuine Golgi membrane components were renewed
[7] [36]. The outstanding examples of lipid-specific navigation of Golgi-modified vesicles was demonstrated in the contribution of sphingomyelin (SM) to direct vesicles to endosomes and basolateral cell membrane, whereas intra Golgi
assemblies of glycosphingolipids (GSphL) glycans navigated the transporters
destination to the apical epithelial cell surfaces. Consequently, the coordinate,
genome-controlled synthesis of the cell organelle elements in ER satisfied fidelity
of the restitution of Golgi and the processing of transiting vesicles taking place in
Golgi pathway.
From the study described herein, it is apparent that similar principle operates
in mitochondrial restitution of their membranes and in the delivery of ER- and
cytosol-synthesized cargoes to Mitosol and the mitochondrial matrix. Our attention to detailed analysis of the lipid composition of the mitochondrial vesicles
assembled in ER, and the lipid processing along the transport pathways, allowed
us to define the uniqueness of the IMM transporters and the distinctiveness of
the organellar membranes’ structure [5]. Without consideration of the lipid
attributes of IMM-dedicated vesicles of Mitosol, it would be impossible to demonstrate virtues of the uncompromised specificity of the genome-controlled
transport of ER-assembled and cytosol-synthesized protein while retaining complete integrity of restoration of OMM. Initially the PG-regulated vesicles fusion
with OMM determined delivery of genomic products assembled in ER and necessary for the entire organelle, but next through intramitochondrial CL synthesis in the fragments dedicated for IMM, the CL-containing membranes with mitochondria-specific cytosol synthesized proteins and substrates are released from
OMM to Mitosol. As documented in Figure 4, the cytosol-derived radiolabeled
proteins are enclosed in the IMM-aimed vesicular cargo and that clearly demonstrates that proteins synthesized in the cytosol but required in the mitochondrial
milieu are delivered via IMM-dedicated vesicular transport.
In the mitochondrial pathways, first the exclusive presence of PG marked ERmitochondrial vesicles, which then through specific posttranslational formation
of CL distinguished vesicles dedicated to IMM and deliver cytosolic products to
matrix, allowed us to distinguish independent restoration processes of the
membranes connected with cytosolic protein transport to matrix. The vesicles
whose function is to restore the cell organelles or membrane leaflets fuse such a
way that the membranes orientation and conformity remains, while cargo is delivered to the membrane-delimited specific environment. In case of fusion with
IMM the mitochondrial matrix is replenished with components of cytosol, while
IMM gains membrane with CL-containing leaflet facing Mitosol. Indeed, this
construal of IMM rebuilding and CL positioning in IMM agree with our findings
that Mitosol enzymes are involved in releasing the sn-1 substituted palmitate residue of CL present in IMM [5]. If CL was in matrix-facing leaflet, the Mitosolinduced generation of LCL could have not taken place.
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While vesicles fusion necessitates the disruption of biological membranes’
continuity, the role of lysolipids in the process, although well established in cells’
lysis, has not been pursued, and the presence of phospholipases in the cytosol
have not been yet associated with intracellular transport and organelle restitution. Perhaps, the lack of link of multiple cellular phospholipases with the
transport specificity stems from unexplored contribution of the specific phospholipids in the process, or preoccupation with pathways emphasizing transport
of individual proteins. Our investigation of the fusion event revealed involvement of the cytosolic, lipid-specific phospholipases that, by creating lysophospholipids and localized membrane lysis in the fusing membranes, result in the
incorporation of the vesicular membrane into continuum of the organelle’s
membrane and by the same, release or expose the cargo to the inner organellar
environment. In earlier studies, we have demonstrated the involvement of
PI-specific phospholipase A2 in fusion of vesicles with the apical epithelial cell
membrane, and the PC-specific PLA2 in ER-vesicles fusion with Golgi [7] [25]
[42] [43] [46] [49]. Here, we have purified the PG-specific phospholipase A2
contributing to vesicles fusion with OMM. In all cases, the specificity of organelle-dedicated vesicles also controls the affinity of PLA in PL degradation and
lysolipids generation. While we do not yet have a complete documentation
CL-specific PLAs, we demonstrated that Mitosol, just as cytosol, is involved in
lysolipids generation in IMM membrane [5]. Moreover, the lipolytic activity detected in Mitosol is not promoted through the import of cytosolic enzymes. As
our investigations demonstrated, the cytosol phospholipases do not manifest activity toward CL degradation. Therefore, we are inclined to suggest that the
CL-specific phospholipases are transported via ER-mitochondrial vesicles and
activated only upon the association with IMM membrane. This statement is
supported by the findings that Mitosol vesicles although having CL in their outer
leaflet are not susceptible to the enzyme. It appears that this is the common
phenomenon for cytosolic and mitosolic phospholipases which prevents premature destruction of the transport vesicles and the release their cargo to cytosol
and/or Mitosol. Both, untoward consequences if phospholipase activity would
not require specific association with the membrane of vesicular destination.
In the context of lipid specificity of the isolated cytosolic PLAs whose involvement in vesicular transporters fusion is undeniable, the common denominator in the uncovered processes is the fact that without inclusion of lipids in the
proposed protein-exclusive machineries of cellular and organellar restitution,
the import, the export, and the organelle function retention will remain unsolved. One monumental argument against the present visualization of protein
complexes structure created either independent of lipids or in mixture of lipids
which do not resemble particular membrane composition is that such cellular
cocktails would never incorporate in specific organelle-linked fashion but would
be found in numerous cellular sites without any order or need for their presence.
With this in mind, the convictions rooted in presumption that nuclear proteome
alone satisfies all functions in organelle performance reflects the unilateral and
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biased vision of cell operation. The cell performance is dictated by interdependent cellular genomes functionality that are expressed in finely tuned protein
and lipid interaction and reflected in the specific vesicular trafficking, restoration of the organelles and thus continuation of the cell survival.
Our findings on cellular transport uncovered ER as a common site that initiates generation of highly specific protein and lipid complexes in form of
transport vesicles that reach their destination without loosing their transport
cargo and their site-specific components. The Golgi-directed transporters provide restitution of the cell components that require posttranslational glycosylation and synthesis of sphingolipids, both attributes gained through Golgidirected modification of proteins and/or lipids core. The other portion of the ER
transport products which do not associate with Golgi, restore mitochondria.
Their function is as specific as Golgi directed transporters; to restore structures
of the organelle membranes and provide Mitosol and the matrix with substrates
synthesized in ER and on cytosolic ribosomes. As evident, these tasks are
achieved via OMM and IMM-specific mitochondrial vesicles.
The above presented logical conclusion regarding the importance of specific
lipids, synthesized in coordinated fashion with the membrane specific protein
and transported through membrane-modifying posts, defies the logic of the
concept of the retrograde transport [2] [25] [43] [44] [45] [46]. As put forward,
the process is not feasible since posttranslationally-modified membrane lipids
and proteins do not represent molecular make-up of ER, the place where genome-specific commands are translated into multiplicity of organellar and cellular actions and the interdependence between anabolic and catabolic pathways.
These processes demand a distinct delivery of the organellar substrates that are
orchestrated by genome and cannot be effectively satisfied by the cumbersome
and lipid-excluding mechanisms of proteins trafficking. This can only be fully
achieved when protein translation is in precise coordination with synthesis of lipids that both reflect the make up of the organelle [1] [4] [5] [6] [36] [42] [43]
[44] [46]. Only then, the functionality of the nuclear genome that is highly dependent on these finely tuned mitochondria-nuclear interactions is attained.
In a long view, the events depicting the biosynthetic and functional aspects of
mitochondria restorations, it becomes obvious that the processes utilize two systems, the ER-confined and cytosol-limited protein pools interacting with each
other by displaying affinity between membrane integrated protein and those free
in cytosol, thus providing controlled deposition of the protein in a correct space
and compartment.
Consequently, the genome-impacted and ER-initiated processes provide an
independently build blocks of organelle-specific membranes, with organellespecific proteins flawlessly incorporated into organelle-designated assembly of
lipids. Hence, at any given cellular signal, the ER-derived transport vesicles directed for the mitochondrial restitution that contain independent sets of vesicles,
with proteins necessary for OMM, Mitosol, IMM and matrix restoration, may be
impacted in a different way. As we have demonstrated in Golgi pathway where
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alcohol impeded the synthesis of Golgi-restoring vesicles and thus induced disparity in cell rebuilding [3] [7] [36], the independently controlled processes of
synthesis of OMM and IMM-directed transport vesicles may alter mitochondrial
structure as reflected in the dysfunction and mitochondrial pathologies. As an
example, the mitochondrial function, reflected in CL synthesis and modification,
may be independently controlled through signals responsible for generation of
IMM-specific proteins and by synthesis of the cytosol constituents required for
the matrix function. These two events, while combined into assembly of
IMM-directed vesicles may be affected by drugs introduced to cytosol, or deprivation of the cytosol-deposited cell metabolites [7] [36] [56]. Thus, modification
of IMM-directed vesicles alone may invoke a plethora of undesirable mitochondrial changes that our lipid-guided findings may uncover and lead to corrective
strategies.
Our concept, that lipid markers determine the intracellular specific restitution, is consonant with the view that any modification in the ER-synthesized
membrane replacements may derail organelle protein composition and function,
distort cytosol contribution to mitochondrial import, or alter Golgi and the cell
functionality [27] [36] [57].
Considering that all transport vesicles originate from ER and must fuse with
the existent organelles to deliver cargo and to renew the membrane components,
the nature of the triggering factor that initiates specific fusion events remains of
paramount importance. While these aspects of membrane fusion are investigated widely, we have concentrated on phospholipids degrading enzymes and
lysis-producing products. As we have shown, the fusion of transport vesicles
with Golgi is achieved in the presence of PC-specific phospholipase A2, whereas
those restoring apical and basolateral cell membrane are assisted by PIs-specific
PLA2s [58]. Indeed, we have demonstrated earlier that in mitochondrial transport, the PG-specific PLA supported fusion of the vesicles with OMM membrane and Mitosol aided in the generation of LCL in IMM [5]. Moreover, in
continuation of the investigation on the PLAs involvement in fusion of intracellular transporters with the specific organellar membrane, we have uncovered in
the cytosol the presence of PG-specific PLA2 enzymes. Apparently, these enzymes do not release palmitate from PG and do not generate LCL. Further investigation should determine whether the PG-specific enzymes contribute to the
processing of cytosolic cargo destined to matrix. Nonetheless, our current data
already imply that PG-specific enzyme remain in the cytosol and their function
is to delegate the ER-mitochondrial vesicles to the specific site of the organelle
that require restoration.
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